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The present invention provides methods and apparatuses for
utilizing unused portions of an allocated frequency spectrum
in a wireless communications system that broadcasts content
to wireless stations. A first wireless station may communi
cate with a second wireless station on an idle broadcast

channel while keeping the resulting interference level below
an acceptable maximum limit at the other wireless stations.
Using interference level information that are measured at the
wireless stations, the wireless station can negotiate with the
other wireless station on an establishment channel for sub

sequent communications on one or more broadcast channels.
The wireless station may receive broadcast content on a time
slice that corresponds to a broadcast channel and that is
further processed by the wireless station. Otherwise, the
wireless station can utilize the corresponding time to mea
Sure an interference level for the corresponding channel or
to transmit or receive data to/from another wireless station.
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SYSTEMAND METHOD UTILIZING A
COGNITIVE TRANSCEIVER FORAD HOC
NETWORKING
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0001. This invention relates to utilizing frequency spec
trum for ad hoc networking when frequency spectrum is not
being utilized for broadcast services.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002 Radio frequency (RF) spectrum is a valuable
the frequency spectrum. Typically, frequency spectrum is
not shared by different communication services. In other
words, if frequency spectrum is allocated to a communica

resource, in which different communication services vie for

tion service, other communication services are not allowed

to utilize the frequency spectrum even if the allocated
communication service is not currently using the frequency
spectrum.

0003. There are a plethora of wideband services that are
gaining popularity and consequently are demanding greater
usage of radio frequency spectrum. For example, video
streaming, data streaming, and broadband digital broadcast
programming are increasing in popularity in wireless net
work applications, e.g., Internet protocol (IP) multicast
services. To support these wireless applications, wireless
broadcast systems transmit data content that Support data
services to many wireless terminals simultaneously. A Digi
tal Video Broadcast (DVB) system is one example of a
wireless broadcast system. A DVB system may support
different video services including MPEG-2 multi-media
services. A DVB system typically includes multiple cell
transmitters (up to hundreds) that provide RF coverage for
each cell.

0004 What are needed are systems and methods that
facilitate the usage of an allocated frequency spectrum when
the frequency spectrum is not being utilized by an associated
service with adversely affecting the associated service.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0005. An aspect of the present invention provides meth
ods and apparatuses for utilizing unused portions of an
allocated frequency spectrum in a wireless communications
system that broadcasts content to wireless stations. A first
wireless station communicates with a second wireless sta

tion on an idle broadcast channel while keeping the resulting
interference level below an acceptable maximum limit at the
wireless stations.

0006 With another aspect of the invention, wireless
stations may allocate one of the idle channels as an estab
lishment channel. When a wireless station desires to com

municate with another wireless station, the wireless station

may negotiate with another wireless station for Subsequent
communications on one or more channels.

0007 With another aspect of the invention, a database is
Supported that contains channel status information. The
database includes entries for wireless stations within an ad

hoc network, in which each entry includes a channel num
ber, channel status, and corresponding interference measure
ment. The database may be centrally located within the ad
hoc network or may be maintained at each wireless station.

0008. With another aspect of the invention, a transceiver
includes a DVB-TVH receiver to receive IP packets that
include broadcast content. Additionally, the transceiver may
transmit and receive IP packets to other transceivers using
frequency spectrum that is unused for broadcasting. The
transceiver measures interference levels on broadcast chan

nels to determine whether the corresponding broadcast chan
nel may be used to transmit IP packets.
0009. With another aspect of the invention, a communi
cations system is allocated frequency spectrum to Support a
service for primary wireless stations. Secondary wireless
stations determine if interference levels, as measured by the
secondary wireless stations, is below a threshold level. If so,
a secondary wireless station may send data to another
secondary wireless station in an ad hoc data network.
0010 With another aspect of the invention, a measuring
station is deployed within a region of an ad hoc data
network. A communications system, which is allocated a
frequency spectrum, provides a service to wireless stations
within the region. The measuring station gathers measured
interference levels at wireless stations in order to configure
a database with status information for the channels con

tained in the frequency spectrum. If a wireless stations
desires to communicate with another wireless station within

the region, the wireless station negotiates with the measur
ing station for channel and transmit level information.
0011. With another embodiment of the invention, a wire

less station receives broadcast content on a time slice that

corresponds to a broadcast channel. If the broadcast signal
is sending a time slice containing content that the wireless
station is not processing, the wireless station may utilize the
corresponding time to measure an interference level for the
corresponding channel or to transmit or receive data to/from
another wireless station.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0012. A more complete understanding of the present
invention and the advantages thereof may be acquired by
referring to the following description in consideration of the
accompanying drawings, in which like reference numbers
indicate like features and wherein:

0013 FIG. 1 shows an architecture of a Digital Video
Broadcast (DVB-H) system according to prior art;
0014 FIG. 2 shows transmission of Internet Protocol
(IP) services utilizing time slice transmission in accordance
with an embodiment of the invention;

0.015 FIG. 3 shows a first architecture of a wireless
communications device according to an embodiment of the
invention;

0016 FIG. 4 shows a second architecture of a DVB
transceiver according to an embodiment of the invention;
0017 FIG. 5 shows an example of ad hoc networking in
accordance with an embodiment of the invention;

0018 FIG. 6 shows an effect on interference temperature
as a function of distance from a transmitting antenna in
accordance with an embodiment of the invention;

0019 FIG. 7 shows a radiation pattern of a receiving
antenna Surrounded by a black body in accordance with an
embodiment of the invention;
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0020 FIG. 8 shows a scenario for spectrum access in
accordance with an embodiment of the invention;

0021 FIG. 9 shows a hypothetical temperature density
versus azimuth relationship in accordance with an embodi
ment of the invention;

0022 FIG. 10 shows assumed user and sensor gain
patterns in accordance with an embodiment of the invention;
0023 FIG. 11 shows an effective reported and observed
temperature density relationship in accordance with an
embodiment of the invention;

0024 FIG. 12 shows a scenario for secondary users
communicating in a system Supporting primary users in
accordance with an embodiment of the invention;

0.025 FIG. 13 shows a scenario for secondary users
communicating in a system Supporting primary users in
accordance with an embodiment of the invention;

0026 FIG. 14 shows channel status information for an ad

hoc station in accordance with an embodiment of the inven

tion;

0027 FIG. 15 shows a database with channel status
information in accordance with an embodiment of the inven

tion;

0028 FIG. 16 shows an exemplary distribution of wire
less stations in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention;

0029 FIG. 17 shows a discovery procedure to determine
neighboring ad hoc stations in accordance with an embodi

tal video broadcast for terrestrial operation) and Supports
enhancements to better Support operation of wireless hand
held terminals. In the embodiment, transmitter 105 broad
casts multimedia services to wireless stations that are

located in region 103.
0036) DVB-H system 100 supports Internet Protocol (IP)
based data services in which the information may be trans
mitted as IP datagrams. DVB-H system 100 incorporates
enhancements (with respect to a DVB-T system) that facili
tates access to IP based DVB services on wireless handheld

wireless terminals. (Alternative embodiments of the inven
tion Support variations of digital video broadcast systems
including DVB-T, ATSC, and ISDB-T.) The DVB-H
enhancements are based on the physical layer of the DVB-T
physical layer with a number of service layer enhancements
aimed at improving battery life and reception in the hand
held environment. Thus, the DVB-H enhancements compli
ment existing digital terrestrial services, offering service
providers the possibility to extend the market to the wireless
handheld market.

0037) DVB-H system 100 may support time slicing trans
mission and handovers in order to reduce power consump
tion for small wireless handheld terminals. With time slic

ing, a cell transmitter transmits IP datagrams as data bursts
in small time slots to wireless handheld terminals. (The
benefits of time slicing are also applicable to other types of
wireless terminals.) Consequently, the front end of a wire
less terminal switches on only for small time intervals when
the data bursts of the selected service are being transmitted
by DVB-H system 100. Within the short period of time, data
is received at a high data rate and stored in a buffer at a

ment of the invention;

wireless terminal. The buffer can either store the down

0030 FIG. 18 shows a central database procedure to
provide channel status information in accordance with an

loaded application or continuously play live streams where
the outgoing data rate depends on the application. The
achievable power saving depends on the relation of the

embodiment of the invention;

0031

FIG. 19 shows a channel scanning process for an

ad hoc station in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention;

0032 FIG. 20 shows a data transmitting procedure for an
ad hoc station in accordance with an embodiment of the

invention; and

0033 FIG. 21 shows a transmit power determination
process for an ad hoc station in accordance with an embodi
ment of the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

0034. In the following description of the various embodi
ments, reference is made to the accompanying drawings
which form a part hereof, and in which is shown by way of
illustration various embodiments in which the invention

may be practiced. It is to be understood that other embodi
ments may be utilized and structural and functional modi
fications may be made without departing from the scope of
the present invention.
0035 FIG. 1 shows an architecture of a Digital Video
Broadcast (DVB-H) system 100 in accordance with an
embodiment of the invention. DVB-H service provides
mobile media services to wireless stations, e.g., handheld
wireless units 101 and 103 in region 151. In the embodi
ment, DVB-H system 100 is compatible with DVB-T (digi

on/off time. In an embodiment of the invention, if there are

approximately ten or more bursted services in a DVB-H
stream, for example, the power savings consumed by the
front end may be approximately 90%.
0038 A Network Information Table (NIT) is transmitted
by DVB-H system 100 and describes how transport streams
are organized on the current network, and also describes
some of the physical properties of the network itself. The
NIT also contains the name of the network, and the network

ID. This is a value that uniquely identifies the network that
is currently broadcasting the transport stream, and may be
different from the original network ID if the transport stream
is being rebroadcast.
0039) DVB-H system 100 may also transmit transmission
parameter signaling (TPS) that conveys information regard
ing modulation including the a value of the QAM constel
lation pattern, hierarchy information, guard interval, inner
code rates, transmission mode (2K, 4K, or 8K), frame
number in a Super-frame, and cell identification.
0040 FIG. 2 shows transmission of Internet Protocol
(IP) services utilizing time slice transmission in accordance
with an embodiment of the invention. A base station (e.g.
base station 103) broadcasts data packets for a plurality of IP
services using data streams 201, 203, 205, and 207. (Each
data stream is allocated a portion of a data rate capacity.) In
the embodiment, base station 103 may support functionality
that is typically assumed by a base transceiver station (BTS),
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a base station controller (BSC), a combination of a BTS and
a BSC, and a node B, which is a third Generation (3G)
designation of a base transceiver Station. Data transmission
is essentially continuous such that data packets for an IP
service are continuously being conveyed through a data
Stream.

0041. In order to mitigate the loss of data packets, data
streams 201, 203, 205, and 207 are mapped by the serving
base stations into channel bursts 209, 211, 213, and 215,

respectively, in which channel bursts are transmitted over
radio channels rather than data streams 201, 203, 205, and

207. Each data stream (201, 203, 205, and 207), and
consequently each channel burst (209. 211, 213, and 215),
Supports at least one data service. Thus, each channel burst
may support a plurality of data services (e.g. a group of
related data services). For example, in the example shown in
FIG. 2, channel burst 209 supports IP services 217-223.
0.042 Data rates associated with channel bursts 209, 211,
213, and 215 are typically greater than data rates that are
associated with data streams 201, 203, 205, and 207 so that

interference levels, as measured by interference measure
ment module 335, on each of the received time slice

channels to determine whether the corresponding time slice
channel is being used for broadcasting or may be used for ad
hoc networking. (One approach of measuring the interfer
ence level is to determine a corresponding interference
temperature as will be discussed with FIGS. 6 and 7). If
controller 305 determines that a time slice channel is not

used, controller 305 designates the associated channel status
as "idle' (as will be discussed with FIG. 14). Transceiver
300 may share information about the measured interference
levels with other transceivers. (Transceiver may share this
information by communicating on a designated time slice
channel or by communicating on a connection using a
separate frequency spectrum through radio modem 317.)
Information about the channel status of neighboring wireless
stations is maintained in channel status information 311,
which is contained in channel status database 307. While
channel status database 307 is maintained at wireless station

300 in the embodiment, channel status database 307 may be
maintained at a central database, e.g., measurement stations

a corresponding number of data packets can be sent in a

1301, 1303, and 1305 as shown in FIG. 13.

shorter amount of time. In the embodiment, data streams

0047 Channel status database 307 includes channel sta
tus information 311 (e.g., table 1400 as shown in FIG. 14),
network configuration information 309, interference infor
mation 313 as measured by interference measurement mod

201, 203, 205, and 207 correspond to continuous data rates
of approximately 100 Kbit/sec. Channel bursts 209, 211,
213, and 215 correspond to approximately 4 Mbit/sec with
an approximate one second duration. However, other
embodiments may use different data rates for data streams
201-207 and for channel bursts 209-215.

0043 Channel bursts 209, 211, 213, and 215 may be
formatted by using a multi-protocol encapsulation in accor
dance with Section 7 of European Standard EN 301197
“Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), DVB specification for
data broadcasting.” The encapsulation may conform to Inter
net Protocol (IP) standards.
0044 FIG. 3 shows an architecture of wireless commu
nications device 300 according to an embodiment of the
invention. Transceiver 300 comprises DVB transmitter 301,
DVB receiver 303, controller 305, channel status database

307, modem 317, memory 319, user interface 321, power
module 327, and interference measurement module 335. In
the embodiment, transceiver 300 receives and transmits

information in one of the time slice channels (channels 209,
211, 213, and 215) as shown in FIG. 2. DVB receiver 331

receives broadcasted content from DVB transmitter 105.

Additionally, DVB receiver supports reception of time slice
transmission from another transceiver when the transceivers

are communicating with each other on an unused time slice
channel. Correspondingly, DVB transmitter 301 transmits in
a time slice channel from transceiver 300 to the other
transceiver.

0045 DVB transmitter 301 is coupled to antenna 329,
and DVB receiver 303 is coupled to antenna 331. In embodi
ments of the invention, antennas 329 and 331 may be
physically the same antenna, where the DVB transceiver
uses an antenna interface Such as a directional coupler or a
duplexer. Modem 317 is coupled to antenna 333. In embodi
ments of the invention, a wideband antenna may support the
functionalities of antennas 329, 331, and 333.

0046 Controller 305 processes the data received by DVB
receiver 303 and transmitted by DVB transmitter 301 on the
time slice channels. Additionally, controller determines

ule 335, and other information 315. Channel status database

307 may include an indicator whether information is based
on only the network information table (NIT), only measure
ments, or both. Also, although separately shown, channel
status database 307 may be stored in memory 319. Memory
319 may also store instructions for controller 305 to execute
in order to process the time slice channels.
0048 User interface 321 comprises a user output portion
323, which supports the rendering of received broadcasted
content, and user input portion 325, which enables a user to
select programming that is Supported by DVB transmitter
105 (as shown in FIG. 1). Broadcasted content may include
image content, video content, audio content, or multimedia
content. User output portion 323 may render received data
from a broadcast system or from an ad hoc network. User
input portion 325 enables the user to initiate ad hoc net
working with a neighboring wireless station.
0049 FIG. 4 shows an architecture of a DVB transceiver
400 according to an embodiment of the invention. DVB
transceiver 400 receives broadcasted content (corresponding
to IP packets) through antenna 419, antenna interface 411,
DVB demodulator 403, and DVB IP-decapsulator 405.
IP-decapsulator 405 provides IP packets to processor 401 for
processing data received on time slice channels. Also, DVB
demodulator 403 and DVB IP-decapsulator 405 may pro
vide IP packets that are received from another transceiver.
Transceiver 400 sends data to the other transceiver in IP

packets through by DVB IP-encapsulator 409 and DVB
modulator 407. Transceiver 400 adjusts the transmit power
level of amplifier 409 so that the other transceiver can
receive the signal while the predicted (projected) interfer
ence level at the other transceiver and at other neighboring
transceivers are increased within a maximum acceptable
limit.

0050. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 4, antenna 419
supports both receiving and transmitting DVB time slice
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channels through antenna interface 411, which may assume
different implementations such as a directional coupler or a
duplexer.
0051 Signal strength measurement module 413 measures

distance from the transmitting antenna. As the distance

an interference level on each time slice channel. Processor

hoc transmission the additional interference level increases

401 determines if the interference level is sufficiently small
to deem that the corresponding time slice channel is not
being used (i.e., idle). Transceiver 400 may share informa
tion about the measured interference levels with other trans

ceivers. (A transceiver may share this information by com
municating on a designated time slice channel that is
referred as a channel establishment channel as discussed

with FIGS. 17, 18, and 20.)
0.052 FIG. 5 shows an exemplary ad hoc network 500 in

increases between the transmitter and the receiver, the

resulting interference level typically decreases. Without any
ad hoc transmission, the noise (interference level) corre
sponds to interference temperature 603. However, with ad
the noise level to interference temperature 605. If the
predicted (projected) measured interference temperature is
below interference temperature 605 at all wireless stations,
then ad hoc networking can be supported in the correspond
ing region, e.g., region 500.
0057 The bandwidth used for interference temperature
measurement may be a parameter that can be chosen or that
is predefined. For DVB-T/H the bandwidth can be 5, 6, 7, or

accordance with an embodiment of the invention. In the

8 MHZ.

exemplary configuration shown in FIG. 5, wireless stations
501, 503, and 505 are receiving broadcast content on
selected time slice channels. Additionally, wireless stations
501, 503, and 505 may obtain channel status information
about neighboring wireless stations from central database

0.058 FIG. 7 shows a radiation pattern 700 of a receiving
antenna Surrounded by a black body in accordance with an

507. In other embodiments of the invention, wireless sta

tions may communicate with each other in order to obtain
interference levels that are measured by other wireless
stations on each DVB time slice channel. Consequently,
wireless stations (e.g., stations 501 and 503) may be able to
send data (e.g., images, video clips, multimedia files) to each
other using idle time slice channels, providing that the
transmission increases the interference level within a maxi

mum acceptable limit.
0053 A DVB receiver (e.g., DVB-T/H receiver 303 as
shown in FIG. 3) may, in addition to receiving a signal in a
channel and measuring the interference temperature, recog
nize the signal as originating from a DVB-T/H transmitter
from TPS bits and/or from received data, e.g., from data in
the received Network Information Table (NIT).
0054 Ad hoc network 500 is a collection of nodes that
form a temporary network without any centralized authority.
There is no existing infrastructure. Network 500 rearranges
itself as the nodes move around or enter or leave the

network. Ad hoc networking has been a subject of great
interests within academia during last decades. Recently, ad
hoc networking has also been considered as a very attractive
technology in creating new opportunities for both commu
nications industry and the mobile end users. New business
potential can be found in terminal manufacturing, Software
engineering and an infrastructure that interconnects ad hoc
networks. Potential examples of commercial applications
are related to teenager and other group networking, home
networking and Internet access, authentication applications,
and home networking.
0.055 The transmitter of a wireless station (e.g., station
501 as shown in FIG. 5) transmits the data preferably with
full capacity of the channel, thereby minimizing the time
occupying the channel. The signal from the transmitter may
be formed so that it comprises data, which can be used for
identifying the signal as originating from a transmitter in an

embodiment of the invention. The Federal Communications

Commissions Spectrum Policy Task Force (SPTF) intro
duced an innovative idea to manage spectrum in the future.
The concept is defined as “interference temperature' due to
measurement metrics. The Federal Communications Com

mission defines interference temperature as a temperature,
which is equivalent to the RF power available at a receiving
antenna per unit bandwidth, measured in units of Kelvin.
The acceptable “noise power can be calculated as the
equivalent temperature of the power P, received at an
antenna from a source. According to the Federal Commu
nications Commission, antenna interference temperature
and antenna temperature are synonymous. By utilizing
Planck’s law we can calculate the intensity of radiated by a
blackbody B by:
2hr

1

(1)

0059) where
0060 h Planck's constant
0061 k Boltzmann's constant
0062 v Frequency in Hz

0063 c velocity of light s3

m/s

0064. T physical temperature of the surface in
Kelvin.

For radio frequencies, we can approximate the intensity
of the blackbody radiation by utilizing Rayleigh
Jeans limit:

B

---

c2 (1 hy

)-1

2hy kT 2kTy 2kT
c2 hy T c2

(2)

A2

ad hoc network.

0056 FIG. 6 shows an effect on interference temperature
as a function of distance from a transmitting antenna in
accordance with an embodiment of the invention. Curve 601

shows the power measured at the receiver in relation to the

where w is the wavelength of the radiation. The receiv
ing antenna is Surrounded by a black body as shown
in FIG. 7.
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0065. The received noise power for each frequency band
df can be calculated as follows:

aviation radio systems. A possible thread for Public Safety
bands is that a wide band radio system, such as ultra
wideband (UWB), operates at moderate power levels and
thus can be considered as a “local' interference source.

1

2kT

G(0, b)

(3)

P = Ardfi?? B0. (b) Gmax d
where

0066. An effective area of the receiving antenna
0067 G(0, (p) gain towards (0, (p)
0068 G, maximum gain of the antenna.

However, even the slightest interference can be detrimental.
Therefore, within these bands, the interference temperature
should be set near the licensed system's noise floor.
0071. The mechanism of measuring interference tem
perature must be considered. The Federal Communications
Commissions SPTF suggests the following method for
sensing interference temperature:
0072 Interference temperature sensory and control
mechanisms could be used to maintain both in-band

0069. The Federal Communications Commissions
understanding of future spectrum access is based on real
time adaptation based on the actual RF environment through

and out-band emissions within permissible limits. For
example, a low power unlicensed RF device could be
designed to scan its particular frequency band before
transmitting. Its built-in “thermometer” would record
interference temperature data and compute the appro
priate statistical aggregate value. The device would
then project the increase in interference temperature
due to its operation over its nominal range. This value
would be compared with the permissible limit. If its
operation would exceed the limit, the devices controller
could execute an appropriate response Such as reducing
power, Switching to a different transmit frequency (if
available) or, perhaps, continuing scanning/sensing
process to locate an opportune time to transmit. The
technology now exists to build Such sensory control
systems. Automated transmitter power control, for
instance, is used in certain types of wireless and satel
lite communications systems. Cordless telephones also
adapt to environment by selecting an unused frequency.
0073 FIG. 8 shows a scenario for spectrum access in

interactions between transmitters and receivers rather than

accordance with an embodiment of the invention. With the

The coefficient / is due to the fact that the antenna can

only receive one polarization component. The polar
ization of the noise randomly yields that half of its
power is within certain polarization. By replacing Eq.
2 to Eq. 3, the received power is given by:

Thus, antenna temperature TA=T. We can conclude from
Eq. 4 that the received noise power is independent of
antenna gain and is proportional to the black body
surface temperature and the bandwidth of the frequency
band.

currently applied model where access to spectrum is based
on transmitter operations. The general idea of the Federal
Communications Commissions interference temperature
concept is that receiver is able to select and receive a
particular signal that determines whether the signal has been
degraded by interference. In fact, the receiver operates at the
environment where the undesired RF energy is cumulatively
summed into receiver's antenna. Therefore, interference

temperature measurements should be performed at various

receiver locations to estimate the real-time condition of RF

environment. The confidence level of the estimate depends
on Such factors as transmitter signal ranges, uniformity, of
signal levels over an area, the density of temperature mea
Suring devices, and the sharing of the data taken by nearby
devices, e.g., through ad hoc cooperative wireless networks.
In an embodiment of the invention, there is a real-time

database of antenna temperature levels of different devices.
Each device may query the database (formed by neighboring
devices) whether or not the devices use the frequency
spectrum for transmission.
0070 The concept of interference temperature defines the
maximum permissible levels of interference by utilizing
interference temperature or antenna temperature metric.

scenario as shown in FIG. 8, we have cognitive radio
interference in cellular network. Devices 801, 803,805, and

807 (“A-devices') are traditional cellular devices and
devices 809,811, and 813 (“B-devices”) are equipped with
frequency sensing apparatus. As shown in FIG. 8, device
809 is about to transmit and sees an opportunity for spectrum
access on a particular frequency spectrum df However, it is
possible that the receiving device 813 sees a different band
for possible spectrum access. During the handshake phase
between transmitting and receiving devices, devices 809 and
813 must negotiate the common band. This handshake is
needed if transmitting and receiving devices are far apart.
Even with this scenario, we cannot be sure that interference

temperature cap is not exceeded if there is a traditional
A-device between two B-devices. It is more likely that the
interference temperature is set so low that only very short
range radios can operate within interference temperature
limits. This, on the other hand, means that transmitting and
receiving B-devices are so close to each other that there is
a high probability that both devices 809 and 811 can see the
same opportunity for spectrum access. We must consider
how far devices 809 and 811 can be with a desired confi

This characterizes the “worst case” environment in which

dence interval such that both devices 809 and 811 perceive
the same opportunity for spectrum access. If we can be

the receiver is expected to operate. In addition, different
threshold levels or maximum interference temperatures
could be set for each band, geographic region, or service. It
is important to ensure that communication is flawless in
bands that are used by security and rescue authorities or

for spectrum access, we could transmit and receive without
negotiating the common bandwidth.
0074 Considering the possibility that licensed bands can
be utilized for licensed mobile communication during the

confident that both devices 809 and 811 see the same band
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time between a B-device measuring the interference tem
perature and a decision to use the band by the device,
transmission must be kept as short as possible. The inter
ference temperature measurement is a Snapshot of a current
situation, and consequently the situation may vary in time.
In addition, we must assume that a B-device's time for

transmission is short and within that time period there will
be no new A-devices causing interference. This means that
a B-device must transmit short bursts or perhaps impulses as
an impulse radio would transmit. We must define the update
interval for spectrum access for the B-device or update the
interference temperature measurement results before each

analyzer, which is built into the terminal, or the status can be
polled from the network that monitors the usage of the band.
0080. The user quality may be become problematic due
to the fact that the secondary transmission must be stopped
if a primary wireless station appears on that band. The
secondary wireless station may have to hold back its trans
mission for an unknown amount of time due to Scanning of
free bands that could be utilized to continue the interrupted
transmission. From the end-user's point of view, this is not
feasible option. However, end-users are willing to accept the
poorer user quality only if the usage or service costs are

transmission burst.

minimal.

0075) We must also consider situations in which users are
relatively far from their transmitting base stations and rela
tively near to an interference source. In such situations, an
interference source radiates power at a “victims’ band
width, which is coupled into the “victim' receiver's inter
mediate frequency or baseband filter. The source of the
interfering power may originate from near or far adjacent
channel interference, strong out-of-band emission, transmit
ter-generated intermodulation interference, or high-level far
out-of-band signals that generate intermodulation interfer

0081. There are many technical challenges regarding the
measurement of interference that is experienced by a pri
mary user's receiver using monitoring receivers that may
have different technical characteristics than the primary
user's receiver. If monitoring network sensors are at ground
level but the primary user's receiver is elevated (e.g., a base
station tower or mobile subscriber in a multistory building)
the propagation loss between the interferer and an elevated
user may be different than the loss between two ground-level
users. In this case, the monitored and reported interference
temperature may differ from the actual interference tem
perature observed by primary user's receiver. This may be
addressed by assuming worst-case propagation environment
in the sense of interference temperature. Also, we should
consider range estimation between a mobile secondary user
(interferer) and a primary user. In this case, all primary
mobile transceivers should report their location to the moni
toring network and all possible secondary transceivers in the
geographic area in real-time. At best, the sensor network
would only have access to the transmission of the primary
user because the primary user typically utilizes different
transmit and receive frequencies.
0082 FIG. 9 shows hypothetical temperature density
versus azimuth relationship 900 in accordance with an

ence. The source of interference can be either a base station

or a portable device.
0.076 There are two types of locations where interference
becomes more likely. The most common is when a Subscrib
er's transceiver is far from its associated base station and

near to the interfering source. In this case, the loss experi
enced by subscriber's transceiver for desired signal is
greater than the loss of undesired signal emitted by the
interfering source. Therefore, interference may occur even
though interfering signal is not a co-channel with the desired
signal. The second example illustrates a situation where
subscriber's transceiver is at the edge of the service area and
its automatic power control adjusts the transmission power
to its maximum permissible level. This may occur in tandem
with a low-level desired signal, where the subscriber's or
“victims' transceiver is relatively far from its associated
base station causing interference.
0.077 Another situation may occur when an interfering
signal is being used by an interfering Subscriber near the
desired base receiver at the same time as the subscriber. In

this case, “victim' receiver is trying to communicate on the
reverse link. This situation results in interference at the base

receiver, where the interfering signal degrades the reception
of the desired signal.
0078 A“hidden terminal” problem describes a problem
atic area of Such a scenario, in which we have secondary
wireless stations operating at a licensed, primary user's
band. Presumably, a primary wireless station is in the idle
mode, i.e., not transmitting or receiving a signal. However,
a secondary wireless station may be transmitting near the
primary wireless station. If the primary wireless station
transmits at the same band, a collision may occur. Therefore,
a secondary wireless station should detect when a “hidden'
primary wireless station becomes a “visible’ wireless sta
tion.

0079 A secondary user must detect the usage of primary
bands. The secondary user's transmission should be bursty
in order to update the status of the band with a sufficient duty
cycle. The detection may be based on either a spectrum

embodiment of the invention. FIG. 10 shows assumed user

and sensor gain pattern 1000 in accordance with an embodi
ment of the invention. FIG. 11 shows effective reported and
observed temperature density relationship 1100 in accor
dance with an embodiment of the invention. If antenna

patterns of the sensor and user's receiver differ markedly,
problems may arise. If an interference temperature measur
ing device is equipped with omni-directional antenna, the
resulting reported antenna temperature may be homogenized
and any hot spots or directional variations may be Smoothed
out. FIGS. 9, 10, and 11 describe the dependency of the
antenna temperature versus azimuth angle (p, time t and
frequency f. The dependence on cp is shown in FIGS. 9, 10.
and 11 for purposes of clarity.
0083. An adequate representation of antenna temperature
is achieved only if the primary users antenna and the
interference temperature measuring devices antenna have a
similar antenna gain. Considering that a primary user has
more directional or higher gain receive antenna, including
Smart antenna configurations where the beam form is steer
able, the interference temperature that the primary user
experiences would be lower than the level measured by the
monitor in receiver in some directions, while higher than
expected when hot spots fall within the user's beamwidth.
This type of scenarios should be taken into consideration
when defining the interference temperature cap between
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physical noise floor and “man-made noise floor. The cap
should appropriately capture the worst-case operating envi
rOnment.

0084 Another challenge regarding the interference tem
perature definition is the problem, when primary user's
receiver and secondary user's receiver (i.e., monitoring
receivers operate at different bandwidths). A primary user
may operate in a narrowband network (e.g., 25 kHz), and the
secondary user may operate at wideband network monitor
ing interference temperature at 5 MHz bandwidth. In this
case, there is 23 dB-difference in sensitivity between these
two bandwidths. Assuming that there are spurious or colored
noise sources that are contributing to the interference tem
perature (in dBm/Hz), this would be averaged and reported
over the bandwidth of the sensor according to a 5 MHz
bandwidth. The interference temperature would be some
what lower in most of the band than a reported, average,
interference temperature. If a particular channel contains
spurious sources, the actual interference temperature would
be worse than the reported, average, interference tempera
ture. Assuming that interference temperature cap represents
the worst-case operating environment, the impact of band
width disparities should be accounted.
0085 Additional problems would rise if a secondary user
transmits in non-stationary manner Such as transmit beam
forming or frequency hopping with pseudo-random pattern.
These techniques add considerable variation to the noise
floor yielding difficulties to predict, detect, and enforce an
interference temperature cap. In addition, Sudden changes
can be encountered by the primary user if a secondary user
moves in and out of shadowed areas. The challenge is how
to manage with time delays introduced by a monitoring
network to detect whether the interference has exceeded the

cap. The secondary user consequently adjusts its transmit
ting power so that the interference temperature at the pri
mary user's location is returned to permissible level.
0.086 Measurement of interference temperature faces the
spatial, temporal, and frequency resolution challenges in a
non-homogenous environment. In order to ensure the com
pliance with interference temperature cap and to achieve
finer resolution, the channel bandwidths or antenna beam

widths should be set to minimum. However, the sweep times
for monitoring process increases due to the increased num
ber of observation points (both frequency and azimuth
Sweeps) and addresses another resolution problem: the duty
cycle between interference measurements at any frequency
or azimuth angle. This increases the likelihood that maxi
mum actual interference temperature values are not captured
in a time-varying environment Such as systems utilizing
packet data, beam forming or frequency hopping.
0087. The estimation of the impact of secondary users
operating in a primary user's band is a challenging task and
difficult to assess by either the secondary user or a third
party monitoring network. The difficulty is the estimation of
the interference temperature experienced by a primary user.
The channel path loss between primary and secondary users
should be estimated by utilizing insufficient channel infor
mation. The distance between primary and secondary users
should be estimated. The estimation channel path loss may
be estimated by utilizing worst-case scenario, i.e., assuming
free path loss propagation conditions between primary and
secondary users. In any case, the impact on the primary user

due to the operation of secondary user sharing the same band
should be minimized regarding to system deployment, cov
erage area, information throughput, signal quality, and radio
architecture complexity.
0088 FIG. 12 shows a scenario for secondary users
communicating in a system supporting primary users in
accordance with an embodiment of the invention. The

interference temperature concept is best suitable for low
power wide-bandwidth communications due to the fact that
the concept limits the transmission power level to be low,
just barely exceeding the existing noise floor. In addition, the
range of such a device is short and could be utilized best as
a cable replacement for applications demanding high data
rate. The implementation of Such a system utilizes the
interference temperature concept. However, the device is
expected to operate in licensed bands as well.
0089 Assuming that devices are capable of measuring
the available spectrum, an embodiment of the invention has
spectrum analyzers implemented in the receiver. Secondary
transceivers 1201 and 1203 operate in an ad hoc manner,
establishing direct link between two secondary transceivers
operating at primary user's band (corresponding to primary
users 1205, 1207, 1209, and 1211). First, both secondary
transceivers 1201 and 1203 measure the available band for

transmission. Second, secondary transceivers 1201 and 1203
negotiate with a common negotiation channel. The band that
is required for transmission depends on the application and
whether secondary devices 1201 and 1203 are able to
reserve the amount of bandwidth that the application
requires. If both secondary devices 1201 and 1203 agree that
there is enough bandwidth available for transmission, trans
mitting secondary device 1201 or 1203 starts transmission.
Otherwise, transmission is not started, and the devices return

back to idle mode and Sweep through the frequency range
whether or not there would be a window of opportunity to
transmit. If there is enough bandwidth available, transmis
sion appears to be possible. The next step is to calculate the
margin between the monitored signal level and interference
temperature threshold. The transmission power is deter
mined based on this margin. By exchanging location infor
mation by utilizing a common negotiation channel, the
locations of secondary transceivers are known and the range
between these two secondary transceivers is known. If the
required distance is longer than the range that could be
covered by utilizing the calculated maximum permissible
transmission power and free-space propagation assumption,
the communication fails. The schematic description of this
scenario is shown in FIG. 12.

0090. A common negotiation channel is needed in this
scenario for negotiation purposes. The channel is commonly
agreed in every device that utilizes interference temperature.
The common negotiation channel could be reserved sepa
rately for this purpose and regulated, e.g., in the United
States by the Federal Communications Commission. For
example, the Federal Communications Commission has
defined three different regulation models: command-and
control, exclusive use, and an open access. However, other
models may be devised. In an embodiment of the invention,
a 'semi-commons' model controls ad hoc activity with a
regulated common negotiation channel. Alternatively, a
common negotiation channel may be one of the unlicensed
bands requiring minimal extra regulation. However, inter
ference protection in the common negotiation channel is
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important for flawless communication between secondary
devices. The common negotiation channel does not have to
be wideband. Narrow bandwidth is well suited for hand
shaking purposes.
0091. As shown in FIG. 12, there may be factors that
introduce a large amount of uncertainty to the system. First,
there is the “Hidden Terminal Problem. If there is a

“hidden primary user 1205 between the secondary users
1201 and 1203, primary user 1205 is not transmitting at the
time instance when secondary users 1201 and 1203 measure
their operation environment. In this case, secondary users
1201 and 1203 do not “see” the “hidden' primary user 1205
and assume that transmission is allowed with the band that

secondary users 1201 and 1203 have negotiated. However,
if primary user 1205 transmits at the same time on the same
band as the secondary users 1201 and 1203, there will be a
collision and the primary user's transmission is interfered
severely. Second, if a secondary user device monitors inter
ference temperature or signal strength to be at certain level.
we cannot guarantee that the interference temperature
threshold is not exceeded at a primary user's location. This
is due to the fact that we do not have the tools to estimate

the range between primary and secondary users, i.e., we
cannot know the transmission power level of primary user.
0092. The severity of “hidden terminal problem” may not
be overcome if the primary user's quality is assumed not to
degrade. By allowing some interference, for example a call
drop ratio to exceeding 1% target, the “hidden terminal
problem” is not so severe because secondary user's device
has a duty cycle to perform the spectrum measurements. If
a secondary device detects a primary user activity, it stops
transmission and continues after primary user has stopped its
transmission.

0093. The duty cycle for spectrum analyzing should be
kept short and therefore requires constant monitoring for the
availability of the spectrum. This requires computing power,
which requires extra power from battery yielding shorter
battery lifetimes. This may be tolerable if battery consump
tion is not the primary concern but handheld applications
Such as mobile terminals are sensitive to battery consump
tion. The improvements in the amount of energy that can be
stored in a battery cell may not offset the demand of power
consumption in mobile terminals. Mobile terminals need
more power for the development of multi-radio terminals,
where we have several radio systems integrated into a single
mobile terminal. In addition, graphics and Software Support
increases mobile terminal demands for more power from the
battery. Therefore, it may not be feasible to add any addi
tional features in the mobile terminal, which might be power
consuming. The duty cycle for spectrum analyzing should be
optimized in the sense of energy consumption.
0094 FIG. 13 shows a scenario for secondary users
communicating in a system Supporting primary users in
accordance with an embodiment of the invention. For bat

tery saving purposes we discard the spectrum analyzer from
the mobile terminal. In this case we assume that, for

example, the Federal Communications Commission has set
a certain bandwidth that is standardized and utilized

throughout the industry. The regulation model applied in this
case is not purely an “underlay” system model but could be
called instead as 'semi-underlay system. Further assump
tions are that the secondary devices operate at wide band
width with low-power and high data rate.

0095 Discarding the spectrum analyzer from the termi
nal, we do not have the luxury of estimating the RF
environment at the receiver. This yields more cost-efficient
manufacturing of the terminals but increases the complexity
of the network design. A system, as shown in FIG. 13, has
a common database where information of the other users is

stored. Database information is gathered from different
measurement locations (1301, 1303, and 1305) that sweep
the spectrum for the geographic region in question. In the
embodiment, the database information is stored at each
measurement station.

0.096 FIG. 13 illustrates that the secondary wide-band
width users (e.g., secondary user 1309) have created a mesh
type of network that utilizes the information gathered by
secondary measurement stations 1301, 1303, and 1305. The
purpose of measurement stations 1301, 1303, and 1305 is to
provide information on spectrum usage to the secondary
users. For example, if secondary user 1309 wishes to trans
mit, user 1309 first negotiates with measurement station at
the band that is commonly agreed for that purpose (on a
common negotiation channel) and then establishes a link
between two secondary users if measurement station allows
the connection. In addition, measurement stations 1301,

1303, and 1305 are connected together to transform a
network in order to provide more accurate estimates on the
usage of spectrum.
0097. There are several drawbacks for this approach.
First, the sensing network may be expensive to build includ
ing expensive spectrum analyzers together with Sophisti
cated controlling software. Second, the network should be
able to detect the dynamics of the primary users (e.g.,
primary user 1307) in order to support mobility, including
the estimation of velocity and direction of the primary user.
This information must be transmitted to the secondary user
1309 with sufficient update interval. Then, what is the
sufficient update interval? The update interval should be fast
enough in order to react on Sudden changes in primary user's
network. These Sudden changes could include the problem
of hidden terminal. If primary user terminal 1307 suddenly
starts to transmit, the sensing network should detect primary
terminal 1307 and send stop transmission signal to second
ary user 1309 that may transmit at the same time. In
addition, the secondary user transceiver 1309 should listen
to the common negotiation channel for a stop transmission
signal. Even this won't totally solve the problem of a hidden
terminal and, among other drawbacks, this approach could
not be considered as feasible solution as an implementation
of interference temperature concept. Third, sensing network
should be dense in order to sense the local variations in

frequency usage and to report locally to the systems utilizing
interference temperature concept about the possibility to
access spectrum. For low-power short range systems, this
means that sensing stations can be found in every corner due
to the fact that when moving around the corner the received
power levels may have decreased, making spectrum access
possible for devices utilizing interference temperature.
0098. The emerging DVB-H standard is based on DVB
T, but targeted for handheld devices. New important features
include MPE-FEC and time slicing. Time slicing decreases
power consumption in terminal and makes handovers pos
sible. However, the time slicing off-periods could also be
utilized for other purposes, such as interference temperature
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measurements and ad hoc networking between terminals
equipped with DVB-H transceivers.
0099 FIG. 14 shows channel status information 1400
(which may be stored in a data structure) for an ad hoc
station in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

A wireless station (e.g., transceiver 400 or 500 as shown in
FIGS. 4 and 5, respectively) performs interference mea
Surements of broadcast channels when not receiving a
broadcast service on a corresponding time slice channel. In
the example shown in FIG. 14, the allocated frequency
spectrum comprises four time slice channels (channels 1, 2,
3, and 4) corresponding to channel number 1401 in channel
status information 1400.

0100. The wireless station may measure the interference
level for a broadcast channel a plurality of times separated
in time in order to obtain an estimate with a desired degree
of confidence. The interference measurement (which may
correspond to an interference temperature) is stored as
measurement 1405 with corresponding broadcast channel
number 1401. Based on measurement 1405 (e.g., if less than
20), the wireless station determines whether the broadcast
channel is "idle' or not. If the broadcast channel is being
used for broadcasting content, the channel is designated as
“active'. Moreover, if the wireless station is receiving
content on the associated broadcast channel, the broadcast

channel is designated as "current'.
0101 Broadcast channels that are identified transmitting
DVB-TVH signals are marked as “active'. If the received
signal is strong enough (i.e., the measured interference
temperature is above a predetermined limit), there is no need
to analyze from where the received signal originates. The
receiver may continue scanning of the channels. In some
embodiments of the invention, “active' channels may be
skipped in the next scan or for a predetermined time.
0102) In the embodiment, the lowest idle channel is
designated as the primary establishment channel. The estab
lishment channel is used by wireless stations to establish ad
hoc connections as will be explained. In the embodiment
shown in FIG. 14, a second idle channel may be designated
as the secondary establishment channel and may be used if
a the primary establishment channel cannot be used.
0103) The concept of interference temperature, which is
a step towards cognitive radios, defines the maximum per
missible levels of interference by utilizing an interference
temperature or antenna temperature metric. This character
izes the “worst case” environment in which the receiver is

expected to operate. In addition, different threshold levels or
maximum interference temperatures may be set for each
band, geographic region or service. This is an important
feature of the concept. Interference temperature measure
ments should be taken place at various receiver locations to
estimate the real-time condition of RF environment. The

confidence level of this estimate depends on Such factors as
transmitter signal ranges, uniformity, of signal levels over an
area, the density of temperature measuring devices, and the
sharing of the data taken by nearby devices; e.g., through ad
hoc cooperative wireless networks. This means that there
exists a real-time database of antenna temperature levels of
different devices. Each device could then make a query from
the database (formed by neighboring devices) whether or not
they could use certain band for transmission.
0104. A substantial portion of frequency spectrum may
be allocated for broadcast services (e.g. DVB-T/H). How

ever, the entire allocated frequency spectrum may not be
fully locally occupied for the broadcast traffic. Broadcast
channels that are not used for broadcast transmissions (or
any other transmission) may be temporary and locally
allocated for communication (e.g., ad hoc networking)
between cognitive DVB-H transceivers.
0105 The interference temperature concept may be used
to define whether the DVB-T/H channel is occupied or not.
If a free DVB-T/H channel is found (i.e., neither DVB
transmissions nor other interference sources detected), the
broadcast channel may be used for communication (e.g., IP
data transmission) between wireless stations. If terminal is
already using the DVB-H receiver (i.e., receiving time sliced
broadcast data), the wireless station is still capable of
performing interference temperature measurements and
communicating during the time slicing off-periods.
0106 A wireless station (e.g., transceiver 400 and 500)
comprises a DVB-H receiver and transmitter (low power)
and is used for the communication and sensing the environ
ment so that interference is not caused for other DVB-H

receivers. If terminal is receiving time sliced broadcast data,
the following steps can be performed during time slice
off-periods. Otherwise, the DVB-H transceiver can be fully
occupied for ad hoc networking.
0.107 Before ad hoc networking can be established,
DVB-H receiver must scan unoccupied DVB-T/H channels
during a scan procedure. During the scan process, interfer
ence measurements are performed by measuring the DVB-H
receivers antenna or equally interference temperature and
results maintained (FIG. 1) in the database. DVB-T/H
channels are marked as “active', "idle”, “no information'
or “current'. Status “active' is used if the channel is used for

broadcast purposes (TV transmission). Status "idle' is used,
when interference temperature is less than given threshold
(T threshold, e.g. 20, corresponding to a relative number,
0-100). Status “no information' is used when there is not
any information about the channel status (e.g. measurement
is failed). Status “current is used if terminal is also receiv
ing time sliced bursts.
0108) A channel with the lowest available channel (status
"idle': primary establishment channel or secondary estab
lishment channel) is used for establish the communication
channel between wireless stations during an establishment
procedure. The information is transmitted and received in
the channel. The information is carried as a payload of IP
packets. The method to transmit IP packets over DVB-T/H
channel is described in the standards. Terminal A and

terminal B send messages in the establishment channel. The
maximum transmission power may be based on interference
measurement results. If a collision occurs, a random delay
timer is set to delay the transmission. When the terminals
have agreed on the channel to be used as communication
channel, the terminals are tuned to the communication
channel.

0.109 Wireless stations can now start to communicate
during a communication procedure. The communication can
be based on RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK handshaking (e.g.
WLAN). When the data (corresponding to a file) is sent or
connection terminated by the terminal, terminal can start a
new scan procedure or listen to the establishment channel.
Wireless stations must also scan the DVB-T channels during
the communication state to ensure that terminals do not
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interfere with other terminals or systems. Also, wireless
stations may tune to another broadcast channel if needed.
0110 FIG. 15 shows database 1500 with channel status
information in accordance with an embodiment of the inven

tion. In the embodiment, database 1500 is stored at each

wireless station (e.g., database 307 at wireless station 300 as
shown in FIG. 3) in an ad hoc network or at a central
database (e.g., database 507 as shown in FIG. 5) that may
located in an “ad hoc networkhotspot'. The “ad hoc network
hotspot” may a region (e.g., region 500 as shown in FIG. 5)
that is engineered to operate in an area, e.g., a restaurant, an
airport, or a public building.
0111. In the embodiment, database 1500 comprises inter
ference levels measured on each of the broadcast channels
for each of the wireless stations in the ad hoc network. In the

exemplary embodiment shown in FIG. 15, database 1500
comprises interference information 1501 (corresponding to
wireless station A), interference information 1503 (corre
sponding to wireless station B), and interference information
1505 (corresponding to wireless station C). In the embodi
ment, database 1500 also includes location information 1507

for each of wireless stations in the ad hoc network. (A
wireless station may determine its location using a GPS
receiver or triangulation techniques to determine its loca
tion.) Using the location information to determine the dis

from another wireless station), the wireless station updates
its database (e.g., database 1500) in step 1711. In step 1713,
if the maximum transmit power level is exceeded, procedure
1700 is terminated in step 1715. Otherwise, the wireless
station increases the transit power in step 1721 if the
projected interference level at all known wireless stations in
the ad hoc network does not exceed a maximum acceptable
interference level as determined by step 1717. For example,
wireless station 1601 increases it transmit power level to
communicate with station 1605 as shown in FIG. 16.

Otherwise, the procedure is terminated in step 1719.
0116. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 1700, carrier
sense multiple access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA)
resolves collisions on the establishment channel if more than

one wireless station attempt to utilize the establishment
channel as the same time. If a collision is detected, a

back-off algorithm (CSMA/CD) may be utilized by the
wireless stations in the ad hoc network in order to subse

quently send data on the establishment channel. Moreover,
the wireless stations may utilize a request to send/clear to
send (RTS/CTS) procedure to provide robustness to poten
tial problems (e.g., a hidden wireless station that is not
known to the wireless station) that may be encountered on
the establishment channel.

less stations in accordance with an embodiment of the
invention. FIG. 16 illustrates the distribution from the

0117 FIG. 18 shows central database procedure 1800 to
provide channel status information in accordance with an
embodiment of the invention. Procedure 1800 may be
implemented as an alternative to procedure 1700 to support
an ad hoc network. In step 1801, the central database (that
may be implemented at measurement station 1301 as shown
in FIG. 13) determines the broadcast channel designated as
the establishment channel. If the presently transmitted time
slot does not correspond to the establishment channel, the

perspective of wireless station 1601 in an ad hoc network.

central database waits until the transmitted timeslot corre

tance to a second wireless station, a first wireless station is

able to determine a transmit power level for communicating
with the second wireless station while keeping the interfer
ence level at other wireless stations in the ad hoc network

below a maximum acceptable interference level.
0112 FIG. 16 shows an exemplary distribution of wire
Wireless station 1601 is a distance r1 from wireless station

sponds to the establishment channel in step 1803. In step

1603, a distance r2 from wireless station 1605, and a

1805, the central database sets the transmit level to an

distance r3 from wireless station 1607. A distance between

wireless stations may be determined from location informa
tion contained in database 1500.

0113 FIG. 17 shows discovery procedure 1700 to deter
mine neighboring ad hoc stations in accordance with an
embodiment of the invention. In the associated Scenario, a

wireless station does not have prior knowledge of other
wireless stations in an ad hoc network. Consequently, the
wireless station does not know interference levels at the
other wireless stations and does not know the maximum

transmit power level at which the interference level does not
exceed an acceptable level.
0114. In step 1701, the wireless station determines which
broadcast channel is designated as the establishment chan
nel. If the presently received channel does not correspond to
the establishment channel, the wireless station waits until

the received channel corresponds to the establishment chan
nel in step 1703. In steps 1705 and 1707, the wireless station
transmits a signal at a minimum power level, providing
measured interference levels (corresponding to information
1400 as shown in FIG. 14). For example, the wireless
station 1601 transmits at a transmit power level that is

engineered level for the ad hoc network (e.g., an “ad hoc
network hotspot'). In the embodiment, a wireless station in
the ad hoc network associated with the central database may
know the engineered power level a priori or may obtain the
engineered level from the central database that periodically
broadcasts the transmit level on the establishment channel.

0118) If step 1807 determines to send database informa
tion, the central database sends database information that

contains interference levels as measured by the participating
wireless stations in the ad hoc network in step 1809. If the
central database does send not database information in the

establishment channel at the current time (corresponding to
a time slice, e.g., channel burst 211 as shown in FIG. 2), the
central database monitors the establishment channel for

channel status information (e.g., information 1400 as shown
in FIG. 14) as determined by step 1811. If channel status
information is received from a wireless station, the central

database updates the status database (e.g., database 1500) in
step 1813.
0119). In another embodiment of the invention, the central
database may utilize a spectrum analyzer (not shown but
similar to what was previously described for measurement
station 1301 in FIG. 13) to scan the frequency spectrum and

sufficient to communicate with station 1603 but not with
Stations 1605 and 1607.

to measure interference on the channels. The interference

0115) In step 1709, if the wireless station receives a
response (e.g., corresponding measured interference levels

levels that are measured at the measurement station may be
projected at a wireless station (terminal), assuming reciproc
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ity and knowledge of the distance to the wireless station

the selected broadcast channel, the wireless station waits for

from the measurement station.

the next broadcast channel in step 2019.
0.125 When the wireless station determines that the

0120

FIG. 19 shows channel scanning procedure 1900

for an ad hoc station in accordance with an embodiment of

the invention. If wireless station (e.g., transceiver 300 and
400) is not processing a broadcast channel time slice, the
wireless station may measure the corresponding interference
level on the corresponding broadcast channel in order to
populate channel status information 1400. Also, the wireless
station may transmit or receive data on an unused broadcast
channel.

0121 Referring to FIG. 19, if the broadcast channel is
not an “active' or “current broadcast channel, as deter

mined by step 1901, the wireless channel scans the broadcast
channel in step 1903 in order to measure the interference
level on the broadcast channel. The wireless station may
determine the interference level using a plurality of mea
surements in order to obtain a desired confidence level.

Database 1500 is updated in step 1905 with the measured
interference level that is determined in step 1903.
0122) If step 1907 determines that the broadcast channel
contains DVB content to be processed by the wireless
station, the wireless station processes the time slice in the
broadcast channel in step 1909. Once a broadcast channel is
processed, the wireless station waits for the next broadcast
channel in step 1911.

0123 FIG. 20 shows data transmitting procedure 2000
for an ad hoc station in accordance with an embodiment of

the invention. In the scenario associated with procedure
2000, the wireless station desires to send data to another

wireless station in the ad hoc network. In step 2001, the

broadcast channel is the selected broadcast channel, the

wireless station determines the transmit power level in
procedure 2013 (corresponding to procedure 2100). In step
2015, the wireless station accesses database 1500 to deter

mine whether the projected interference level at any of the
known wireless stations in the ad hoc network does not

exceed a maximum acceptable level. If so, the wireless
station transmits data in step 2017 on the selected broadcast
channel to the other wireless station. If not successful, the

wireless station aborts the procedure and may retry in a
Subsequent time slice.
0.126 FIG. 21 shows transmit power determination pro
cedure 2100 for an ad hoc wireless station in accordance
with an embodiment of the invention. Procedure 2100

corresponds to procedures 2003 and 2013 as shown in FIG.
20. In step 2101, the transmit power level on the designated
channel is determined. In the embodiment, as previously
discussed, the distance between wireless stations is known

and the propagation characteristics are assumed in order to
determine the necessary transmit power level. A power
margin may be included to provide a desired robustness. (In
other embodiments of the invention, the transmit power
level is determined by the wireless station measuring the
received power level of another wireless station and know
ing the transmit level at the other wireless station. The power
difference corresponds to the power loss between the two
wireless stations.) Once the transmit power level is deter
mined, steps 2103-2113 determine whether the associated
projected interference level on the designated broadcast

wireless station determines if the broadcast channel corre

channel at all wireless stations in the ad hoc network is

sponds to the establishment channel. If not, the wireless
station waits for the next broadcast channel in step 2009. If
the broadcast channel corresponds to the establishment
channel, the wireless station determines the transmit power
level in procedure 2003 (corresponding to procedure 2100 as
shown in FIG. 21 and will be discussed) to communicate
with the other wireless station while keeping the interference

below a maximum acceptable limit.
0127. As can be appreciated by one skilled in the art, a
computer system with an associated computer-readable
medium containing instructions for controlling the computer
system can be utilized to implement the exemplary embodi
ments that are disclosed herein. The computer system may
include at least one computer Such as a microprocessor,
digital signal processor, and associated peripheral electronic
circuitry.
0128. While the invention has been described with
respect to specific examples including presently preferred
modes of carrying out the invention, those skilled in the art
will appreciate that there are numerous variations and per
mutations of the above described systems and techniques
that fall within the spirit and scope of the invention as set
forth in the appended claims.

level at the wireless stations in the ad hoc network below a

maximum acceptable level. If procedure 2003 is successful,
as determined by step 2005, the wireless station establishes
a connection on the establishment channel in step 2007.
Otherwise, the wireless station aborts the attempt and may
try again in a Subsequent time slice corresponding to the
establishment channel.

0.124. In the embodiment of the invention, when the
wireless station establishes the connection on the establish

ment channel with another wireless station, channel nego
tiation is executed in step 2007 in order to select a broadcast
channel to communicate data between the wireless stations.

We claim:

In an embodiment of the invention, the wireless station may

1. A method for Supporting data networking in a broadcast
System, comprising:
(A) determining, by a first wireless station, a plurality of
broadcast channels associated with the broadcast sys

establish a connection on the establishment channel with a

central database (e.g., measurement station 1301 as shown
in FIG. 13) in order to negotiate a broadcast channel for
communications with another wireless station. Moreover,

channel negotiation may select a plurality of broadcast
channels to obtain a larger bandwidth to increase the data
rate. For example, the selection of the plurality of broadcast
channels may support a non-channelized data connection, in
which data is not designated for a specific broadcast channel.
In step 2011, if the broadcast channel does not correspond to

tem;

(B) obtaining a received set of associated interference
levels, each associated interference level corresponding
to an associated broadcast channel of the plurality of
broadcast channels, each said associated interference

level being measured by a second wireless station;
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(C) determining a transmit power level, by the first
wireless station, to send data to the second wireless
station;

(D) selecting one of the plurality of broadcast channels;
and

(E) sending the data between the second wireless station
and the first wireless station over said one of the

plurality of broadcast channels with the transmit power
level.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
(F) establishing a connection on a second of the plurality
of broadcast channels; and

(G) in response to (F), determining said one of the
plurality of broadcast channels.
3. The method of claim 2, wherein (F) comprises:
(i) increasing a corresponding transmit power level on the
second of the plurality of broadcast channels.
4. The method of claim 3, wherein (F) further comprises:
(ii) repeating (i) until a maximum transmit power level is
reached.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein (F) further comprises:
(ii) repeating (i) until a response is received from another
wireless station.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the data corresponds
to a file type selected from a group consisting of an image,
a video file, an audio file, and a multimedia file.
7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
(F) selecting another of the plurality of broadcast chan
nels; and

(G) sending the data between the second wireless station
and the first wireless channel over the other of the

plurality of broadcast channels in conjunction with said
one of the plurality of plurality of broadcast channels.
8. The method of claim 7, wherein said one of the

plurality of broadcast channels and the other channel of the
plurality of broadcast channels are configured for a non
channelized data connection.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein each said associated

interference level corresponds to an interference tempera
ture

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
(F) receiving, by the first wireless station, a broadcast
service on a current channel, wherein the current chan

nel is contained in the plurality of broadcast channels.
11. The method of claim 1, wherein (C) comprises:
(i) determining a distance between the first wireless
station and the second wireless station; and

(ii) adjusting the transmit power level to compensate from
a propagation loss incurred by a signal conveying the
data.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein (C) comprises:
(i) determining a transmit level of a signal from the
second wireless station;

(ii) measuring, by the first wireless station, a received
signal level of the signal; and
(iii) subtracting the received signal level from the transmit
level to obtain a propagation loss.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein (D) comprises:
(i) ascertaining that a transmitted signal does not result in
a projected interference level from exceeding a maxi
mum level.

14. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
(F) determining whether a received broadcast channel is
being utilized by the broadcast system and conse
quently designating the received broadcast channel as
being active; and
(G) if the received broadcast channel is active, not uti
lizing the broadcast channel for ad hoc data network
ing.
15. The method of claim 14, wherein (F) comprises
(i) determining an occurrence of a transmission parameter
signaling (TPS) information on the received broadcast
channel.

16. The method of claim 14, wherein (F) comprises
(i) analyzing a received network information table (NIT).
17. The method of claim 1, further comprising
(F) analyzing a frequency spectrum of the plurality of
broadcast channels.

18. The method of claim 1, wherein (E) comprises
(i) including the data in a time slice transmission.
19. The method of claim 1, wherein the broadcast system
is selected from the group consisting of a DVB-H system, a
DVB-T system, and ATSC system, and an ISDB-T system.
20. The method of claim 1, wherein (B) comprises:
(i) accessing the received set of associated interference
levels from a database.

21. The method of claim 1, wherein (B) comprises:
(i) receiving the received set of associated interference
levels from the second wireless station.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein (B) further com
prises:
(ii) increasing a corresponding transmit power level on an
establishment channel, wherein the first wireless station
receives the received set of associated interference
levels from the second wireless station on the estab
lishment channel.

23. The method of claim 22, wherein (B) further com
prises:
(iii) repeating (ii) until a maximum transmit power level
is reached.

24. The method of claim 22, wherein (B) further com
prises:
(iii) repeating (ii) until a response is received from the
second wireless station.

25. A computer-readable medium having computer-ex
ecutable instructions for performing the steps recited in
claim 1.

26. A computer-readable medium having computer-ex
ecutable instructions for performing the steps recited in
claim 2.

27. A computer-readable medium having computer-ex
ecutable instructions for performing the steps recited in
claim 7.
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28. A computer-readable medium having computer-ex
ecutable instructions for performing the steps recited in

(A) negotiating, by a first wireless station with a mea
Surement station, further communication with a second
wireless station;

claim 10.

29. A transceiver that Supports data networking in a
broadcast system, comprising:
a receiver that receives a plurality of broadcast channels;
a transmitter that transmits a signal on a first broadcast
channel at a determined transmit level, wherein the

signal contains data, wherein the signal does not cause
a projected interference level at another transceiver to
exceed a threshold, and wherein the first broadcast

channel is not used by the broadcast system to support
a broadcast service; and
an interference measurement module that determines a

corresponding interference level for each of the plural
ity of broadcast channels, the corresponding interfer
ence level being measured at the transceiver.
30. The transceiver of claim 29, wherein the receivers

receives a second broadcast channel of the plurality of the
broadcast channels, the second broadcast channel Supporting
a broadcast service, the transceiver further comprising:
a processor that processes the second broadcast channel to
obtain broadcast content.

31. The transceiver of claim 30, further comprising:
a display that renders received data.
32. The transceiver of claim 29, further comprising:
a database that stores the corresponding interference
levels.

33. The transceiver of claim 32, further comprising:
a processor that accesses the database to access the
corresponding interference levels and that sends a
signal to another transceiver on one of the plurality of
broadcast channels, the signal conveying the corre
sponding interference levels.
34. The transceiver of claim 32, wherein the receiver

receives a received signal that conveys associated interfer
ence levels, the associated interference levels being mea
Sured at another transceiver, and further comprising
a processor that utilizes the associated interference levels
to determine whether the projected interference level at
the other transceiver exceeds the threshold.

35. The transceiver of claim 29, wherein the receiver
receives a selected broadcast channel and wherein the
selected broadcast channel contains received data.

36. The transceiver of claim 29, further comprising:
another receiver that receives a radio channel that is

different from the plurality of broadcast channels.
37. The transceiver of claim 36, wherein the other receiver

receives a received signal that conveys associated interfer
ence levels, the associated interference levels being mea
Sured at another transceiver, and further comprising
a processor that utilizes the associated interference levels
to determine whether the projected interference level at
the other transceiver exceeds the threshold.

38. A method for enabling a plurality of secondary wire
less stations to communicate with each other in a commu

nications system that serves at least one primary wireless
station, the communications system being allocated an
allowed frequency spectrum, comprising:

(B) if permitted by the measurement station, establishing,
by the first wireless station, a connection with the
second wireless station; and

(C) communicating with the second wireless station on a
portion of the allowed frequency spectrum.
39. The method of claim 38, wherein (A) comprises:
(i) utilizing a different frequency spectrum to communi
cate with the measurement station, wherein the differ

ent frequency spectrum is different from the allocated
frequency spectrum.
40. A method for Supporting data networking in a digital
video broadcasting (DVB) system, a plurality of broadcast
channels being associated with the DVB system, compris
1ng:

(A) receiving, by the first wireless station, a broadcast
service on specified broadcast channel;
(B) determining, by the first wireless station, a measured
set of corresponding interference levels, each said
corresponding interference level corresponding to a
corresponding broadcast channel of the plurality of
broadcast channels, each said corresponding interfer
ence level being measured by the first wireless channel;
(C) obtaining a received set of associated interference
levels corresponding to the plurality of broadcast chan
nels, each said associated interference level being mea
sured by the second wireless station;
(D) selecting, by the first wireless channel, one of the
plurality of broadcast channels, wherein a first pro
jected interference level at the second wireless station
does not exceed a predetermined threshold on said one
of the plurality of broadcast channels;
(E) establishing a communications connection between
the first wireless station and the second wireless station

on said one of the plurality of broadcast channels;
(F) in response to (E), selecting a second of the plurality
of broadcast channels, wherein a second projected
interference level does not exceed the predetermined
threshold; and

(H) sending data from the first wireless station to the
second wireless station on said second of the plurality
of broadcast channels.

41. A method for enabling a plurality of secondary wire
less stations to communicate with each other in a commu

nications system that serves at least one primary wireless
Station, comprising:
(A) measuring an available frequency spectrum by a first
wireless station;

(B) negotiating a portion of the available frequency
spectrum with a second wireless station;
(C) determining a transmit power level based on a margin
level and locations of the first and second wireless

stations, the margin level based on a monitored signal
level and an interference temperature threshold; and
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(D) transmitting a signal to the second wireless station at
the transmit power level on the portion of frequency
spectrum.

42. A method for enabling a plurality of secondary wire
less stations to communicate with each other in communi

cations system that serves at least one primary wireless
station, the communications system being allocated a fre
quency spectrum, the method comprising:
(A) obtaining interference level measurements for the
plurality of secondary wireless stations, each interfer
ence level measurement being associated with a corre
sponding secondary wireless station on a correspond
ing channel, the corresponding channel contained in the
frequency spectrum;

(B) receiving a request from a first secondary wireless
station to establish a communications connection with

a second secondary wireless station;
(C) selecting a selected channel within the frequency
spectrum;

(D) determining a first transmit power level for the first
secondary wireless device, wherein a projected inter
ference level at each of the plurality of secondary
wireless devices is below an maximum acceptable
level; and

(E) providing channel information and transmit power
level information to the first secondary wireless device.
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